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**Company Name:** ZAIN – Kuwait Stock Exchange  
**Sector:** Services  
**Reuters’ RIC:** ZAIN.KW  
**Last Trade:** KD1.400  
**MACD***: 0.0986  
**RSI****: 60.550  
**Support (1) ^^:** KD1.340  
**Support (2) ^^:** KD1.280  
**Resistance(1) ^^:** KD1.420  
**Resistance(2) ^^:** KD1.500  
**Trend Status:** Bullish  
**Target Price (1):** KD1.500  
**Target Price (2):** KD1.600  

**Medium-T. Recom.** Hold – Liquidate below support (1)  
**Long-T. Recom.** Hold – Liquidate below support the level at KD1.200  

---  

**Company Name:** Aabar Petroleum Investments Co. – Abu Dhabi Securities Market  
**Sector:** Power  
**Reuters’ RIC:** AABAR.AD  
**Last Trade:** AED2.74  
**MACD***: 0.11  
**RSI****: 57.518  
**Support (1) ^^:** AED2.48  
**Support (2) ^^:** AED2.14  
**Resistance(1) ^^:** AED2.88  
**Resistance(2) ^^:** AED3.08  
**Trend Status:** Bullish  
**Target Price (1):** AED3.08  
**Target Price (2):** AED3.53  

**Medium-T. Recom.** Hold – Liquidate below support the level at AED2.60  
**Long-T. Recom.** Hold – Liquidate below support (1)  

---  

**Definitions:**  
*** A trend-following momentum indicator that shows the relationship between two moving averages of prices. When the MACD is above zero, the short-term average is above the long-term average, which signals upward momentum. The opposite is true.  
**^** A technical momentum indicator that compares the magnitude of recent gains to recent losses in an attempt to determine overbought and oversold conditions of an asset. An asset is deemed to be overbought once the RSI approaches the 70 level, meaning that it may be getting overvalued and is a good candidate for a pullback. Likewise, if the RSI approaches 30, it is an indication that the asset may be getting oversold and therefore likely to become undervalued.  
^ The price level which, historically, a stock has had difficulty falling below. It is thought of as the level at which a lot of buyers tend to enter the stock.  
^^ The price at which a stock or market can trade, but can not exceed, for a certain period of time. The stock or market stops rising because sellers start to outnumber buyers.  

**Disclaimer:**  
This Technical Analysis is not an invitation to buy or sell, as it is “Global’s” opinion and speculation of future movement of the stock. Also it is not considered a sufficient material to relay on when taking financial and investment decisions. Investors should study the financial statement before taking any investment decision.